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National Judicial Academy 
P-1032 to 1041: Court Excellence Enhancement Programme-1 

25th -27th August, 2017 

Programme Coordinator : Dr. Amit Mehrotra, Assistant Professor, NJA, Bhopal 

No. of Participants  : 47  

No. of forms received    : 47 

I.    OVERALL 

PROPOSITIONS To a great extent  To some extent  Not at all  Remarks 

a. The objective of the 

Program was clear to 

me 

89.13 10.87 - - 

b. The subject matter of 

the program is useful 

and relevant to my work  

85.11 14.89 - - 

c. Overall, I got benefited 

from attending this 

program  

93.62 6.38 - - 

d. I will use the new 

learning, skills, ideas 

and knowledge in my 

work 

93.62 4.26 2.13 - 

e. Adequate time and 

opportunity was 

provided to participants 

to share experiences 

82.98 17.02 - - 

II.    KNOWLEDGE 

PROPOSITIONS To a great extent  To some extent  Not at all  Remarks 

The program provided knowledge (or provided links / references to knowledge) which is: 

a. Useful to my work 88.89 11.11 - - 

b. Comprehensive 

(relevant case laws, 

national laws, leading 

text / articles / 

comments by jurists) 

56.52 39.13 4.35 - 

c. Up to date 
82.61 15.22 2.17 - 

d. Related to  

Constitutional Vision of 

Justice 

84.78 15.22 - - 

e. Related to International 

Legal Norms 
44.44 46.67 8.89 

- 
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III.  STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM 

PROPOSITIONS Good  Satisfactory  Unsatisfactory  Remarks 

a. The structure and 

sequence of the 

program was logical 

82.98 177.02 - - 

b. The program was an adequate combination of the following methodologies viz.  
       

Group discussion cleared 

many doubts  

80.85 17.02 2.13 - 

Case studies were relevant 78.72 21.28 - - 

Interactive sessions were 

fruitful 

80.85 19.15 - - 

 

IV.   INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS 

PROPOSITIONS To a great extent  To some extent  Not at all  Remarks 

a. Discussions in 

individual sessions 

were effectively 

organized 

89.58 10.42 - - 

b. The session theme was 

adequately addressed 

by the Resource Persons 

97.87 2.13 - - 

V.  PROGRAM MATERIALS 

PROPOSITIONS To a great extent  To some extent  Not at all  Remarks 

a.  The Program material 

is useful and relevant 89.36 10.64 - - 

b. The content was 

updated.  It reflected 

recent case laws/ 

current thinking/ 

research/ policy in the 

discussed area 

63.83 34.04 2.13 - 

c. The content was 

organized and easy to 

follow 

72.34 27.66 - - 

VI.     GENERAL SUGGESTIONS 

a. Three most important 

learning achievements 

of this Programme  

 

1. The lectures of Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal on court, court proceedings and 

Stake holders.  

 

2. 1. How we improvement in court proceeding; 2. How we makes a friendly 

atmosphere for litigants; 3. How we comes a role model. 
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3. Mind set up to do extra good things by way of my profession; Do my profession 

more than way job; To do justice to the poor litigant. 

 

4. 1. Team activity institution/Court; 2. Not to harm institution or cause to be harm 

to institution; 3. Justice is a human conduct. 

 

5. Every programme is greater. 

 

6. Participant did not comment. 

 

7. To devolve my court excellence. 

8. To develop court excellence in the court. 

 

9. 1. Joining hands of all the stakeholders; 2. Sensitized towards institution. 

 

10.  Participant did not comment. 

 

11. 1. Group discussions/presentation of Stake holders; 2. Assessing and 

enhancing of court information’s by Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal; 3. Court wise 

presentation by Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh. 

 

12. I proud feeling to participant in this programme; I share the experience to the 

Bar members.  

 

13. 1. Cooperative; 2. Commitment; 3. Friendly. 

14. 1. Cooperative; 2. Commitment; 3. Friendly. 

 

15. 1. How to excel rendering of justice; 2. Sharing ideas and perception with other 

participants coming from different State; 3. Case should be decided not to be 

disposed of.  

 

16. 1. How we help the litigant public; 2. How we solve the problem of our court; 

3. How we can help the court to run a proper judgment with stipulation time 

period. 

 

17. Learnt a lot about working of other courts in India. 

 

18. Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal – constitution value and Justice Dr. Shalini 

Phansalkar Joshi – treat like my court.  

 

19. How to perform better as a daily holder of court.  

20. Punctuality, Opportunity to learn extra; Devotion in duty. 

 

21. Participant did not comment. 

 

22. Meeting all State participants and clear out some problems to courts.                    

 

23. Session 3: Group Discussion – because we discussion all the part & solution 

court problems. 

 

24.1. Lectures delivered by all the resource persons left impact inspiring me to 

work hard; 2. Materials are very useful; 3. Suggestions got from other participants. 

 

25. 1. Court Management; 2. Case of working; 3. Infrastructure. 
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26. It should be more practical we have knowledge of the Indian Judicial System 

developing. 

 

27. 1. Skill developing of the court & stakeholders; 2. Facility in court campus; 3.  

Digitalization of court process. 

 

28. In future, I do my duties were effectively. 

 

29. 1. I am highly inspired to do my task with my level best; 2. Being prosecutor 

I am one of the part of court activities so I have the duty to render my service for 

enhancing activity of the up to get it excellent; 3. I have to share the activity of the 

enhancing up to excellent. 

 

30. Knowing the working of other states by interactions. 

 

31. 1. Sharing of ideas by and between the participants; 2. Interaction with the 

legal experts; 3. Gathering knowledge and confidence for doing future activities. 

 

32. The sessions of programme is widened our visions on material aspects like 

speedy trial, reducing pendency of cases.  

 

33. Elaboration of idea to be perfect in the any work and we do like a team work. 

 

34. 1. ADR; 2. Co-operation of the BAR; 3. Objective of court and case 

Management. 

 

35. 1. How to improve the court work and its achievements; 2. We learn it is team 

work to do speedy justice; 3. We not one but all together to do improve the work 

of cases. 

 

36. 1. Group discussion cleared doubts; 2. To upgrade and development of 

requirement of fast and effective judiciary workshop; 3. Upgrade own self.   

 

37. We learnt as to how to improve our own performance as well as improvement 

of our court systems. 

 

38. useful in day to day work proceedings; Discussion between other stakeholders; 

Learning. 

 

39. 1. How to treat Stake holders to archive court excellence; 2. How to treat the 

public litigants; 3. How to our duties towards achievements. 

 

40. 1. All the programme was well maintained; 2. Learned how to succeed in 

CEEP; 3. Learned lot of knowledge from the authorities like how to deal with 

court functions. 

 

41. Participant did not comment. 

 

42. 1. How to provide justice of the needy; 2. Uphold the constitutional values; 3. 

Have a conscious mind how can would be useful in the judicial system.    

 

43. 1. To overcome of the chapter; 2. To charge mind set a personal language; 3. 

Raise the excellence of the last session with vision.  
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44. Court excellence enhancement preparing in court development programme; 

Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal speech most useful. 

 

45. Interactive sessions with very fruitful & problem share of our state judiciary 

and the session theme was adequately addressed by the resource person 

 

46. Participant did not comment. 

47. Participant did not comment.      

b. Which part of the 

Programme did you find 

most useful and why  

1. Separate suggestions from Stockholders.  

 

2. Group discussion between different States Officers. 

3. Group discussion. 

 

4.  Session 4: Group Discussion/ Presentation (Stakeholder wise) Challenges 

faced by the Stakeholders and Suggestions to Improve Performance of Courts. 

 

5. Every part of the programme is very useful. 

 

6. Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal constitutional value and philosophy of behind it 

may useful. 

 

7. All part of the programme touch my heart and I improve all suggestion in my 

daily work.  

 

8. Preparing a court development plan very useful to develop court excellence 

enhancement to may court. 

 

9. Interactive Session. 

 

10. All parts of the programme find most useful to me. 

 

11. Court wise presentation. 

 

12. Session 6: Developing Court Excellence Enhancement Plan; Session 8: Court 

Wise Presentation on Developing Court Excellence Plan and Session 9: Court 

Wise Presentation on Developing Court Excellence Plan.       

 

13. Court wise presentation. 

14. Court wise presentation on developing court excellence plan. 

 

15. Interactive session. Sharing knowledge and ideas with other dignitaries from 

other State through NJA dignitaries is immensely helpful. 

 

16. Discussion by the resource persons; Which will help us to solve the problem 

in our court; Court wise presentation; Which also help in to now to modern and to 

provide proper justice to the general public. 

 

17. Our relating to preparation of action plan for court excellence enhancement.  

 

18. Interactive session- Many every areas clear from discussion. 

19. Learn importance of disposal of old cases. 

 

20. All parts. Due to knowledge resource persons. 
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21. Group discussion. 

22. Most useful for programme.  

 

23. Best practice for improving court performance because most of participant & 

clear all problems.  

 

24. Group discussion. 

 

25. Group discussion of session four as such participant come in the knowledge of 

different Hon’ble High Court.  

 

26. Group discussion of session 4 as each and every participant come in the 

knowledge of different Hon’ble High Court. 

 

27. Session1: Assessing and Enhancing court Performance; Session 2: 

Discussion on Court Excellence Indicators and Model Court Plan and Session 4: 

Group Discussion/ Presentation (Stakeholder wise) Challenges faced by the 

Stakeholders and Suggestions to Improve Performance of Courts. 

   

28. Session 5: Best Practices for Improving Court Performance- Because every 

one participant in open discussion. 

 

29. Session 2: Discussion on Court Excellence Indicators and Model Court Plan 

– of the programme is most useful because in this part I learnt my useful points 

for the excellent enforcement of court work. 

 

30.1. Group discussion; 2. Developing court excellence enhancement plan. 

 

31. 2nd day programme where in interaction were taken place. Because it enriched 

our ideas and thoughts to a great extents. 

 

32. The group discussion I found most useful because it have us opportunity of 

developing the thinking processed. 

 

33. Participation /exchange of ideas. 

 

34. 1. Avoiding delay in servicing process; 2. Court infrastructure.  

 

35. Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal expert about CEEP, How to depend not only 

individual but also team work. The session of all class were useful in this 

programme. 

 

36. Each and every part of programme. 

37. Interaction with the delegates after the presentation of papers. 

 

38. Presentations and discussions. 

39. Presentations of different issues and their views. 

 

40. Every programme was most useful for me because I learned too much for how 

the CEEP will be followed. 

 

41. Participant did not comment. 
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42. Really it was good and most memorable session. All one the three days. 

 

43. Responding to the focal points and case values. 

44. Every part was most useful for me. 

 

45. The session theme was adequately addressed by the resource person. 

 

46. Participant did not comment. 

47. Participant did not comment.      

c. Which part of the 

Programme did you find 

least useful and why 

1. No- such programme was least useful. 

 

2. Group discussion. 

 

3. No not at all. 

4. NA 

 

5. Every part of the programme is useful for me. 

6. Court management programme. 

 

7. Group discussion. 

 

8. No comments. 

 

9. Whole programme. 

 

10. Former Director Prof. (Dr.) G. Mohan Gopal guided very nicely. As well as 

Hon’ble Dr. Amit Coordinator of the Academy. His make every arrangement very 

nicely.  

 

11. Nil 

12. Participant did not comment. 

13. None 

14. None      

 

15. All parts are useful. 

 

16. Court wise presentation; Suggestions by the resource person. 

 

17. None 

18. None 

 

19. Knowledge as to exam the performance.    

 

20. Participant did not comment. 

 

21. Court wise programme. 

  

22. Group discussion because all State hearing one problem and clear it. 

23. Group discussion because all state hearing problem solved.  

 

24. Not found. 

 

25. Court wise presentation on developing court excellence programme because 

all facts are useful for court. 
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26. Court wise presentation on developing court excellence plan session. 

 

27. No comments. 

28. No any part. 

 

29. Session 6: Developing Court Excellence Enhancement Plan.   

 

30. NA 

31. None 

 

32. Contents of programme relevant because it help to ventilate the difficulties in 

day to day trial of cases. 

 

33. Participant did not comment. 

 

34. 1. Regular prison inspection; 2. Avoiding boycott / Strike by advocates.  

 

35. Each every subject are useful, we should not ignore any part of this 

programme. It is useful to build future place in administration justice about new 

judging system. 

 

36. No 

 

37. The factors which are under the exclusive domain of district judges. 

 

38. Participant did not comment. 

39. Participant did not comment. 

40. No. 

41. Participant did not comment. 

 

42. Suggestion would have been first received often challenging all the suggestion 

try to find out some most from to from each document.   

 

43. None 

44. No any programme. 

45. NA                       

46. Participant did not comment. 

47. Participant did not comment.      

d. Kindly make any 

suggestions you may 

have on how NJA may 

serve you better and 

make its programmes 

more effective 

1. Such programmes may organized by NJA for new recruitment judges.  

 

2. Court enhancement should be organized regularly. 

 

3. It’s already had it best. 

 

4. NA 

 

5. This programme is hold with in six month in the year. 

6.  Should be continue regular basis programme organize all Stakeholder. 

7.  This court excellence enhancement programme field in six month.  

 

8. No Suggestion. 

 

9. Programme should be hold on regular basis. 
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10. All is fine under guidance of direction of Hon’ble Director of the Academy. 

11. Best. 

 

12. No comments/suggestions; Its very good.     

 

13. Frequent programmes may be hold amongst all the stakeholders of every 

distains from every States in India to motivate them.  

 

14. NJA should frequently arrange programme between all stakeholders and 

collect view on different side. 

 

15. Sharing of ideas of eminent personalities to us through email ID.  

 

16. Requesting the NJA authority to organize this type of programme more. 

 

17. NJA should provide a compilation at the end of programme of the issues 

discussed and suggestions given.  

 

18. All arrangements are good. Lectures impressive sessions are very useful. 

 

19. Participant did not comment. 

 

20. These type of programmes must be organized in each and every High Court 

jurisdiction. 

 

21. Participant did not comment. 

22. Nothing it’s great. 

23. It’s great. 

 

24. By organizing such programmes. 

 

25. NJA is doing better. 

26. NJA is doing better for the court excellence. 

 

27. NJA should have to be executional power for redressal of the grievances of the 

participant at his station.  

 

28. NJA will hold such programme for other court process.  

 

29. More such programme is necessary. 

30. Kindly make arrangement for sightseeing. 

 

31. It should be held more frequently with more gathering and for more time 

schedule. 

 

32. Being a prosecutor I fount less voice is given to submit their views. 

 

33. None.  

 

34. The National Judicial Academy may conduct such training programme to 

advocates in future also for improving their technical skills.  
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35. Please to conduct this type of programme and enhanced self-improvement in 

judging system.  

 

36. Regularly updating of NJA programmes. 

 

37. It is better if the focus is shed on how to dispose of matters expeditiously, how 

to write good & concise judgements etc. 

 

38. Good. 

 

39. Participant did not comment. 

 

40. The NJA have served more effective. 

 

41. Participant did not comment. 

 

42. Provide first hard information before learning our state in to NJA. 

43. The programmes shall be for five days with programmes on technology tools. 

 

44. Training must be at least six on service days.  

 

45. Kindly make vehicle for site seen by provided for NJA who has participant in 

NJA. 

 

46. Participant did not comment. 

47. Participant did not comment.      
 D/C/PR/ 31st August, 2017 


